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Rob Wainwright,

Why do men always assume 'that they are intelligent', while in fact they are far
behind on women in social intelligence?
If you would be intelligent enough for your job, you would have contacted me a long time
ago. If you would have been a good-hearted with man self-esteem 'who cares about his
future and the life of a woman forced to fight for human rights in NL' you would have asked
me:'what to do to end this hel'?
You would have wanted to make sure that the International Criminal Court is forced to work
with fair & transparent judicial systems. You would not have given MinVenJ – and all
politicians, civil servants – the freedom to breakdown the State of Law NL, to build a crisis...
and to torture & murder individuals. Crimes against Humanity, has grown into genocide
again a long time ago in NL.
You would have been smart enough to build the needed talks with politicians, with required
human-rights in every sentence for conflict-ending.

How do you think I feel?
Writing you this letter, knowing that I am number 1 on the deathlist of NL-politicians, simply
for the fact that I prove that the Dutch Supreme Court destroyes human bodies & lives for
the fun of politicians.... For being smart enough to start an ICC-lawcase against NL...
I feel like the Jewish woman under Hitler.
There is no difference between a Jewish woman in 1939-1945 and Me in 2002-2013.
The Hitler-bureaucracy than, is equal to the Balkenende and Rutte-bureaucracy today.
The violation of rights, mental torture, betrayal when you ask somebody for help, fighting
against a death-threats on my body and lack of courtsystems for self-defence... are all
similar experiences... the Jewish women had.
I need to be rescued from ICC, from the psychopaths who enjoy to fully demolish NL.
I am being punished for bringing a new type of social intelligence to NL, to the disadvantage
of politicians.

And what do you do?
You tell on the Hitler-freak mediashow www.eenvandaag.nl:
'People must respond to terrorism more intelligently'.
Is this all you can think of?
You studied at LSE, a more factual university.
LSE brings more truth on Aljazeera about ICC, although not het 100% evidence.
NL doesn't have universities at all; all professors want to be free to stay Hitler-copies.

I don't want to repeat everything I have outlined in my videos; behavior you need
to show
How do you approach a woman like me?
The first thing you do when you look in the mirror, is admit 'that you lack knowledge on
psychology'. The second is conclude: 'that all psychiatrist, psychologists, teachers.. lack the
same knowledge for an upgrading talk about my methods of work'.
Personally – from a lot of field-experience – I know your thinking- and behavioralpattern are
founded in ... LAZINESS....
Meaning: you've got to explore me.
You've got to do the job everybody is too lazy for.
Because you do want a solid economy, low-crime rates, people nicely relating to eachother.
And you want to upgrade your self-esteem, silently. Make a carreer-move.
Accept the future-bringer in me... and build the needed new systems for Earth together with
me.
Why don't you do this?
You are a lazy coward, with a brain filled with almost useless information.
In a capitalistic world 'one doesn't admit this; one rather continues to kill Mankind'.
And this wish to kill people for a materialistic carreer,
Mother Nature is and always will be stronger.

is out of controle.

In general, men have a barbarian perspective on their relationship with Mother Nature, when
their work is deep-linked in Politics. As if 'powers bigger than oneself' don't rule for law,
justice, fairness, Love and the fine line towards Hatred.... Men want to be more powerful
than Mother Nature in warzone. This is what makes the women suffer more.
Women refuse to take up their responsibility in warzone = educate the men on the fine line
between Love & Hatred. Women set men free to become terminators.
I hate women when they complain about there situation but refuse to invest energy in
Evolution of Education, especially when they judge upon me...without studying my file &
evidence. The majority of women behave like this.
Or women, copy male behavior in order to become powerful too. Whatfore?
Those women are being kicked out of their jobs nowadays too.
The men build the economical systems, that make Earth disappear.
Women weep crocodile-tears over it... or they suffer now they don't get an opportunity to
build better systems together with men... who disrespect Mother Natures knowledge on
Mankind.
It all comes down to 'being down to Earth yourself, to explore new horizons with new
people... and the exchange of knowledge... that looks incomplatible in the first place'.
Its what you want.
When you want Love & EQ-growth, you get Love for Mankind.
When you want Hatred & Greed, you get corruption & killings of human bodies.
What are you suppose to wish & want?
You are suppose to explore 'how you can rescue my life, clean up crime... and build new
systems for justice together with me'.
You are expected to upgrade your EQ on your own initiative... on silent instructions of
Mother Nature. To the advantage of All of Us. Thats what you get payed for... Galaxy-wise....
Desiree Stokkel

